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The purpose of this thesis is to provide research, supporting paperwork and 
production photographs that document the lighting design for the University of 
Maryland- College Park, School of Theatre, Dance, and Performance Studies 
production of Everything in the Garden. This thesis contains the following: research 
images collected to develop and visually communicate ideas about color, texture, 
intensity, form, composition, and mood to the production team; preliminary and final 
organization of desired equipment to execute the lighting design; a full set of drafting 
plates and supplementary paperwork used to communicate the organization and 
placement of lighting equipment to the master electrician; magic sheets and cue list 
used as organizational tools for the lighting designer during the tech process. Archival 
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Chapter 1: The Pre-Design Process 
1.1: Design Concept Statement 
 
 Under a bright blue sky, surrounded by a carpet of lush green grass sits the 
home of Richard and Jenny. It’s a simple house, with a large windowed sun room 
where the sun warms the dark wooden floors and the moderately priced sofa. It is a 
house that could belong to anybody in this neat and tidy suburban subdivision- and 
that is the problem. Financially, they are making it, barely, but with that comes the 
constant concern over how money is spent. So when Ms. Toothe comes forward to 
make a proverbial deal with the devil Jenny takes the bait. It spawns from money- 
that simple temptation which spawns the corruption that spoils Richard and Jenny’s 
lives. As Jenny’s morals succumb to the temptation of Toothe we see their lives 
degrade from that open sunlight of innocence into a rusted dusk. The corroded 
sinking sun is a metaphor for their lives.  
 We first see Richard resting on the couch, surrounded by large bright 
windows in the sun room of their perfect little house. The sun pours in through the 
open windows behind him, catching little dust motes in the air, and casting long, neat 
honey rectangles of light on to the tiled floor and over the back of the couch. From 
the opposite wall, a fine dusting of sky blue pushes through and brings life to the 
field-stone of the fireplace. Past the unlit fireplace we can see the glow from a hidden 
hallway light brighten the floral wallpaper.  The room feels full of air, and is a 
friendly place of rest and relaxation. The sun can't even be dampened by the entrance 




catch the sun beams- on her entrance she steps out from the darker glow of the 
hallway and into a white beam, the sun gleaming through the glass, which dances 
through the windows at her back and announces the presence of a savior. Jenny 
doesn’t know it yet, but the seed that spoils their lives has just been planted. 
Time passes and we return once more to the neat little house. Things have 
changed, and it is obvious that Jenny's side job has subtly helped them along. It's a 
little later in the day now, the strong shafts of daylight have changed, the move in, 
lower and deeper blue, finding the shadows of vases and under the couch. The light, 
warmed and colored bronze, by the setting sun, is cast through the back wall of glass, 
catching the new polished side table in its glow. They have bought a new ceiling 
light, and the brighter, whiter, spots cast pools around the new upgrades to their life- 
the chrome lining the bar, the large expensive glass vase holding bright daisies from 
Jenny's greenhouse- putting their new wealth on display.  
But unlike the sunny innocence, this cannot last. Richard discovers how Jenny 
has been slowly increasing their wealth, and with that discovery he begins to see the 
corruption in their life. The charming light of the setting sun begins to corrode and 
coat with rust. Reality hasn't changed, but with the death of Jack, we see that what 
was wholesome is now rotten from the inside out. Money, and their greed, has led 
them down this path. Life has changed for Richard and Jenny, and we see the light 
through their eyes- the sun has set upon their lives and this day. Shadows are longer 








Chapter 1: The Pre-Design Process 
1.2: Key Research Images 
 
Window shadows inspiration- the innocence prior to corruption. 
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Chapter 1: The Pre-Design Process 
1.2: Key Research Images 
 
She steps out from the darker glow of the hallway and into a white beam. 
 
 





Chapter 1: The Pre-Design Process 
1.2: Key Research Images 
 
The light, warmed and colored bronze, by the setting sun. 
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The light, warmed and colored bronze, by the setting sun, is cast through the back 
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Chapter 1: The Pre-Design Process 
1.2: Key Research Images 
 
The sky still adds an ample glow to the room, a deeper blue moves in through the side 
windows, finding the shadows of vases and under the couch. 
 




Chapter 1: The Pre-Design Process 
1.2: Key Research Images 
 
Shadows are longer and darker, twisted with deeper colors. 
 




Chapter 1: The Pre-Design Process 
1.2: Key Research Images 
 
The consequence of Jack’s death. 
 
Life has changed for Richard and Jenny, and we see the light through their eyes- the 
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Chapter 4: Production Photographs 
 
We first see Richard resting on the couch, surrounded by bright light\] in the sun 
room of their perfect little house. 
 
From the opposite wall, a fine dusting of sky blue pushes through and brings life to 
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Chapter 4: Production Photographs 
 
 
Past the unlit fireplace we can see the glow from a hidden hallway light brighten the 
floral wallpaper.   
 
. The light, warmed and colored bronze, by the setting sun, is cast through the back 




Chapter 4: Production Photographs 
 
 
Richard discovers how Jenny has been slowly increasing their wealth, and with that 
discovery he begins to see the corruption in their life. 
 




Chapter 4: Production Photographs 
 
 
Life has changed for Richard and Jenny, and we see the light through their eyes- the 
sun has set upon their lives and this day. 
 
Shadows are longer and darker, twisted with deeper colors, and the innocence of a 
















Jack speaks one last time with the audience. He pleads with Jenny and Richard to stay 
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